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MIGRATORY BIRDS - Here today, gone tomorrow?
Lake Merritt is a “birding hot spot”, according to a new article in the journal
Atlas Obscura.1 Every winter thousands of migratory water fowl pass through
on their way South or linger a few months with us as part of their annual cycles
(including the Common Goldeneye at right). The Greater Scaup holds the
distance record, splashing in from its breeding grounds above the Arctic Circle
thousands of miles to the north. Other species like the Ruddy Duck come from
the prairie pothole lakes inland and while others, like Buffleheads, arrive from
higher elevations in California.
We humans cause serious problems for the migrating birds. Agriculture and
urban sprawl (food deserts), city lights, noises, windmills and trash all come to
mind. Now, wetland stopover spots like Lake Merritt are threatened by climate
change. Habitat will be flooded by relentless sea level rise, while species range Common Goldeneye-photo by
John Kirkmire
expansions north may crowd out vulnerable species.2-3
A recent discovery about the birds’ magnetic compass may help reduce the death toll from wind generation,
a growing source of clean energy. Researchers discovered a protein in the bird’s eye (retina) that takes
information from light and processes it into a flight path!2 “If we knew what magnetic fields exist around the
mills, maybe we could construct some kind of protection zone around the mills.” 4
2018 marks the 100th Anniversary of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
This landmark U.S. Federal conservation legislation makes it illegal to kill
or to possess parts of migratory birds. Let’s celebrate! But, hold up… The
Trump Administration and House Republicans propose changes to the law
that will make it OK to kill migratory birds if it is an accident. This
removes the incentive for industries to minimize bird kills in their
operations. Let Congress and the President know that our environmental
protections must be preserved.5-7 A healthy lake is essential for our
migrants, and birds are an integral part of the Lake Merritt ecosystem that
supports diversity and inspires our wonder. …….
A barrier protects the Channel during
migration season.- Oct 1-May 1

LMI IN FEBRUARY: 2,060 lbs. of trash were removed from the lake in February totaling
4,700 poundstotal so far in 2018! LMI Director James Robinson and LMI Staff hosted 129
volunteers, made 3 educational presentations. (0.12” rain recorded by LMI rain gauge)

Ray* of Hope– Young Environmental Stewards; City Adopt-a-Spot
…in honor of late Tidings Editor. Ray* Perman
The YES Conference - Lake Merritt was ably represented
last month at the Youth Environmental Sustainability
conference at Laney College, where more than 250 students
gathered to discuss environmental issues and careers. Five
student interns from the Chabot Space and Science
Center’s Galaxy Explorers made an interactive presentation
called “Pondering About Water”. They explained
eutrophication, salinity stratification, and hypoxia (low
dissolved oxygen) problems clearly and gave the audience a
chance to test water themselves.
Led by Youth Coordinator Elina Rios, the Galaxy Explorers
spent time at the lake last summer doing water quality and
surveying organisms. Thank you for spreading the word,
Chabot Space & Science Galaxy Explorers
Galaxy Explorers! The YES Conference is sponsored by the
Bay Area Air Quality Management District and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission.

Youth-Powered Citizen Monitoring for Coliform Bacteria Begins
Emiliano Zapata Street Academy students have launched an official
EPA Volunteer Citizen Monitoring project led by New Voices Are
Rising Project Coordinator, Carlos Zambrano, of the Rose
Foundation for Communities &The Environment and LMI’s Katie
Noonan. St. Paul’s Episcopal Middle School students with their
teacher Ryan Faulkner, Laney students and community adults are joining in the
effort.
The goals of the project are to describe coliform
and E. coli levels in lake during the wet season
and during the dry season, to give the student
interns experience with real data collection
related to human health and the environment,
and expose them to careers in the environmental
sciences. The samples will be collected
according to the volunteer monitoring Standard
Operating Procedure and analyzed by EPA
St. Paul's Middle School
Region 9 Labs.

Shannon Voong of Laney College
fills out Chain of Custody form.

New Voices Intern, Nariah.

Rotary Nature Center Grounds Adopted by Community for Lake Merritt
The Rotary Nature Center grounds have been officially adopted under the City’s Adopta-Spot program. Clean-up activities are planned for Earth Day, April 21st.
Photo at right, CfLM’s President Areca Smit and Oakland Sustainability Team’s
Deirdre Martin confer on plans in an initial walk through on Feb 9th.
Essay “Broken But Not Beaten” by Rex Burress, retired Rotary Nature Center Naturalist, below.
EDITOR: Katie Noonan-“The Tidings” is published by the Lake Merritt Institute (LMI)
entirely with private funding donated to LMI, and not with funds from the City of Oakland. To
contribute to LMI, use PayPal at the LMI website (lakemerrittinstitute.org) or send a check to:
Lake Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Ave., Oakland, CA 94610-5026. LMI is a California State
non-profit corporation; IRS Code 501(c)(3): EIN 94-3214160

Spring Comes Early at Lake Merritt
By Hilary Powers – Golden Gate Audubon Society
The February 4th-Wednesday Golden Gate Audubon walk was as late as it could be this year – the 28th –
and we arrived to find the Double-crested Cormorants well settled on the islands. Every surviving nest there
had a bird in it. A few prospective couples sat together, but mostly it was solo males, beak and tail pointed
skyward in cormorant-speak for “See my fine condo! Come live with me and be my love!” (The human eye
can’t tell the difference between males and females, but it’s known that the males grab territory and then
females pick males – or territory – to suit themselves.)
If you want to see bunny-ear crests instead of these birds’ usual snakesmooth heads, now’s the time to head over to the Rotary Nature Center. The
crests will last through March and start disappearing in April, even though
birds will be on nests into September. (Not *these* birds, of course; it takes
about a month to hatch a clutch of eggs and another month for the babies to
fledge, so – since there’s no evidence that cormorants double-clutch – the
first round of parents will be long gone about their business by then. And
probably the second round, too.... Thus far there was no action in the tree
beside the playground that served as overflow housing last year.
At the other end of the visibility scale, we found a Bushtit nest in the
Double-crested Cormorant with
sensory garden: a deep woven pouch apparently big enough to hold a dozen "bunny ears."Photo by Lee Aurich
or more of the tiny gray birds instead of the solitary pair that owns it, this
being the time of year when the usually gregarious species shuns all company. Including human company –
hence the lack of specific directions for finding this hidden jewel.
Near the nature center, we heard a loud and repeated call – sort of like a Scrub
Jay but more metallic, almost trumpet-like, very strange. Finally the source flew
into view, startling everyone: a deep blue bird with a black head and a high,
shaggy crest – a Steller’s Jay, whose voice would have been instantly
recognizable up in the Oakland hills but just didn’t belong in a city park. (We’d
encountered them only twice before, in October 2013 and November 2014, so
the time of year didn’t fit, either.)
Steller's Jay - Photo by John
Kirkmire

The lake held the usual winter migrants, in better numbers than past months. For the first time this winter, a
couple of Lesser Scaup swam close enough to the nature center to make it easy to talk about ways to tell
them from their Greater Scaup cousins. The greaters stayed out with the main flock between the islands and
El Embarcadero, but were numerous and near enough to continue the comparison. Hank-the-rescue-pelican
had one companion, as he occasionally does at this time of year – fourth February sighting since records start
in 2009 – but basically zero hope of retaining her for the upcoming breeding season. If you’re a colonynesting hen, a solitary male just can't hold you.
A pair of well-equipped birders we passed swore up and down that they’d just seen (and lost track of) a Rednecked Grebe in the main flock, and we spent a long time looking for it bird by bird. That’d have been a Big
Deal, seen only twice before (in 2010 and 2011) and headline-worthy news, but we couldn’t find it.
Nonetheless, despite a truly biting wind, it was a solid, 44-species day – a good day at Lake Merritt (which
really doesn’t have any other kind, as I may have mentioned before).
AUDUBON BIRDWALKS AT THE LAKE: Join bird expert Hilary Powers any fourth Wednesday of the
month for a free “Birdwalk” at the lake. Muster at the geodesic bird cage near the Nature Center at 9:30 a.m.
for what are always fascinating introductions to lake birdlife.***

CLIMATE CORNER:WHO AM I?-A Guest Editorial by Dr. Richard Bailey
I am John Q. Pessimist; well sometimes anyway. Why? Because unlike most folks, I know that about 24%
of the Earth’s exposed land mass is permafrost, and that it is melting. As it melts, it is releasing methane, a
greenhouse gas at least twenty times more potent than carbon dioxide. And unless you can stop the Earth
from warming, you cannot stop the melting. So, for at least a century, it will only get worse. This amplifier
of climate change is already warming the Arctic more than other areas, disrupting the jet stream and weather
from California to New York. However, permafrost is only one of the fastest of the several amplifying
feedback loops to respond; vicious cycles that can amplify human-caused warming. Others, like the loss of
ice albedo, rain forest disruption, loss of carbon from soils are also combining to speed up the warming. For
a discussion on permafrost, visit Yale Climate Connections online. 1 That makes me sad.
But sometimes I am Angry Bob. Why? Because not only does the nation where I live have no unified
national policy to address climate disruption, many of our so called political leaders don’t even have the
mental capacity, or guts, to admit that it is real, human caused, and dangerous. Recently the director of the
Environmental Protection Agency declared that climate change might even be good for us! At a time when
civilization should be doing all it can to reduce the use of fossil fuels, Trump is trying to force them down
our throats. Does that make you angry too?

The Witch Fire in San Diego made me sad.

Changing energy consumption makes me optimistic

Sometimes however, I am Susan optimist, and I actually see reasons for hope. I realize that Nazism, slavery,
and segregation have been beaten back, and that our people have walked on the moon. I feel that we can
perhaps overcome what seems to be overwhelming. I realize that some giant wind turbines can generate
enough electricity with one revolution of their blades to power a typical home for more than 24 hours. You
too can feel this way. Watch this Citizens’ Climate Lobby’s video, Undo Your Part, and see what our
ancestors have accomplished. How do we solve climate change? #Undo Your Part.2
During the brief optimist periods, I sometimes become Cameron
Carson, an activist. I march, sign petitions, give money, buy
solar panels, drive an electric car, avoid air travel, and eat less
beef. These are all great things, good for me and the world, and
they save me money. But then I realize that not everybody can
do these things, and that more, much, much more must be done
if we as a species are to slow global climate disruption. This
leads me to help the Citizens’ Climate Lobby, which teaches me
how to be politically effective, on a local, national, and worldwide level.
So who are you? What you decide right now will affect how you feel, how others view you, and what your
life will be like. If you are unsure, take a walk around Lake Merritt, and think about it.

THANK YOU TO OUR FEBRUARY VOLUNTEERS!
Irvington High School (Fremont), Edna Brewer Middle School, Emiliano Zapata Street Academy Rose
Foundation Interns, Head-Royce Middle School, St. Paul’s Episcopal Middle School, Haley & Aldrich,
U-Clean-It self-organized teams, and LMI A-TEAM regulars. We appreciate your efforts and
community spirit immensely! Great Job!

Rose Foundation Interns
Emiliano Zapata Street Academy

Head Royce Middle School

St. Paul’s Episcopal Middle School

St. Paul’s students clean the lake every
week as part of their community service
and curriculum.
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BROKEN BUT NOT BEATEN
Rex Burress, retired Rotary Nature Center Naturalist
Falling can be a serious problem for people, especially seniors during the slick wintertime, and especially
back in my icy Midwest homeland.
Ah, blessed youth when most kids seemed impervious to broken bones, and ice and snow was sliding time
for a boy on the farm! You could go sprawling but get back up! For me, the big freeze was fun time,
although I can't say that 80 years later. After an ice storm on the sloping barnyard, Dad could slide clear from
the barn to the house—on his bottom and not on purpose!
It seems new broken bone reports come quite often from the East that has had some cold, icy storms in 2018,
and although Feather River Country has had some chills, I hadn't seen any icy puddles prior to February
20—yet--that in previous years provided some crisp photography. Although people can't grow new limbs as
some salamanders can, broken bones can mend as long as you have all the parts, Orthopedic Surgeon Dr.
Blackman of Oakland once said when a hiking lady fell and shattered her ankle into 17 “corn flakes!”
While working at the Oakland Lake Merritt Wildlife Refuge, we were constantly dealing with broken bird
wings or legs. Since an injured bird had the protection of the sanctuary and was protected from predators,
they could live on for a long time there, in spite of what our veterinarian Dr. Harris said about “A bird
without a wing is not a bird.” But the golden eagle with one wing lived on for years in a spacious cage,
thrilling kids with its majestic beak, and giving people a close-up they could never hope for in the wild.
Taxidermy is one thing but a live animal is another. Thus we have Audubon clubs and field trips and
photographers and artists trying to portray a view of the wonders of life.
I was hiking once in Sunol's Sycamore Gulch when I found a gallant old sycamore broken in half with the
wind-blown section sprawled in the rocky stream bed. The rooted snag was continuing to support leaves, and
the story of “broken but not beaten” was so dramatic that I did an oil painting of the scene. Since then I have
found numerous examples of that gallant resurgence and the will to hold on to life under less than ideal
conditions.
Thus I was impressed with Pete Seegar's song “God Bless the Grass” back in the 1960's. “...They roll the
concrete over it, and try to keep it back./The concrete gets tired of what it has to do;/It breaks and it buckles
and the grass grows through...” I have an entire slide show depicting examples of grass and plants growing in
unusual places under extra adversity. “Grass is the forgiveness of nature,” said poet John Ingalls. “Oh, the
glorious, all-protecting trees,” said poet Joaquin Miller.
On the Table Mountain plateau, a few scattered Valley Oaks grow on the inhospitable basaltic ridges and in
the ravines, including the lone giant near the parking lot. The giant has a secret that keeps it healthy and
intact: Its roots intermingle with a large water-filled cavity gouged under the basalt that is also the key to
maintaining a miniature marsh next to the tree. You can stomp beneath the tree and hear a hollow sound.
The long-lived trees diminish slowly, losing a few limbs at a time, limbs that linger at the base, while the
remaining growth struggles on for years, the leaves drawing just enough nourishment to maintain the woody
system. “Broken but not beaten,” that can be applied to the human condition, too!
“The woods are full of dead and dying trees, yet needed for their beauty to complete
the beauty of the living.” --John Muir

Online Petition to Re-Open the Rotary Nature Center is still collecting signatures.
https://www.thepetitionsite.com/374/189/581/reopen-the-rotary-nature-center/
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